Mobility in food cultures from ancient history to contemporary times

- 12 December
  FOODWAYS: AN INTRODUCTION

- 13 December
  CIRCULATION

- 14 December
  TRANSFORMATION

- 15 December
  SETTLEMENT

- 16 December
  GOVERNING FOOD

For further details:
https://entangledfoodhistories.com
12 December 2022

Foodways: an introduction

15.00 WELCOME MESSAGE

15:30 ALBERTO CAPATTI (University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo)
The present history of food in Italy and its immediate past

17:00 SARAH R. GRAFF (Arizona State University)
Methods and Sources for the History and Archaeology of Food

18:00 FABIO RUGGE (University of Pavia)
Food as an Institution. The Historical Evidence

For further details:
https://entangledfoodhistories.com
13 December 2022

Circulation

9:30  STEFANO MAGGI-MANUELA BATTAGLIA (University of Pavia)
Valle Staffora project: anforae as trades and routes indicators

11:30  CHAMA KALUBA JICKSON (International Studies Group (ISG), University of the Free State)
Food Production in Zambia: Cassava Cultivation and Consumption since the Nineteenth Century

15:00  CRISTIANA FIAMINGO (University of Milan)
Land 4 food in sub-Saharan Africa? Food access deficiencies between bad policies and land-grabbing tradition

16:30  WORKSHOP

LECTIO MAGISTRALIS

18:00  FRANCESCA BRAY (University of Edinburgh)
Lord Millet in Alibaba’s cave: the birth, death and resurrection of an iconic Chinese food

For further details: https://entangledfoodhistories.com
14 December 2022

Transformation

9:30  GIACOMO CASUCCI (University of Pavia)
Anatolian foodways: changes in cooking facilities during the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age

11:30  JULIA SEEBERGER (University of Erfurt / Centro Tedesco di Studi Veneziani)
Medieval Food in Transition: How to Identify Food Trends in Medieval Times?

15:00  PATRICK BERNHARD (University of Oslo)
Global Foodways: How the Pizza Conquered the World

16:30  WORKSHOP

LECTIO MAGISTRALIS

18:00  ASSAF YASUR-LANDAU (University of Haifa)
Innovation and tradition in cooking in Canaan, ca. 2000–1000 BCE

For further details:
https://entangledfoodhistories.com
15 December 2022

Settlement

9:30  JEAN-PHILIPPE GUEZ (Université de Poitiers)
The Imaginary of wine in ancient reflections on poetry and language

11:30  SHARZAD IRANNEJAD (Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz)
Greco-Arabic Medicine in Classic Persian Cuisine

15:00  GABRIELE PROGLIO (University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo)
Decolonization vs Globalization: Methods, Approaches and Research Paths in Food History

16:30  WORKSHOP

18:30  SOCIAL DINNER

For further details:
https://entangledfoodhistories.com
16 December 2022

Governing food

9:30  MARIA BIANCA D'ANNA (Austrian Archaeological Institute)
Food and power. A view from ancient Mesopotamia

11:30  LORENZO D' ALFONSO (University of Pavia)
Extracting cohesion, securing food, and facing climate instability: pre-classical Anatolia from Empire to canton states (ca. 1600-700 BCE)

15:00  MARIA SASSI (University of Pavia)
Global shocks and food insecurity

16:30  MARIA SOLE SANASI D'ARPE
Sustainability in the new humanism-La sostenibilita' nel nuovo umanesimo

For further details:
https://entangledfoodhistories.com
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